Porting the Stock HO Intake to the Limits of It’s Casting
tmoss
A request was made for me to port an HO intake to the full extent that is possible to go on a Fox Mustang
that was going to be running a 331ci sbf engine. I agreed to do this as I have had in the back of my mind
that I would like to see how far a stock intake could be taken. Here are pictures of the intake during
porting.

Once all the runners to the plenum were opened, I removed about .90” of runner length to get the tuned length
PipeMax suggested. Once that is removed, the dividers leading to the runner entrance were shaped the same as
leading into the shorter entry. Remove the bumps for the upper bolt cover screws completely.

It takes a LOT of hours to port through the entire length of these runners and getting the down turn curve in the
upper open takes a bit that can cut on the sides and front. Open the upper for a 70mm throttle body.

On the lower, you will need to weld the backs of the knees of the two front runners - #1 and #5. Also weld
underneath the lower so that they can be ported to give a better line of sight passage to the head port.

Use my HO lower porting article and when you are done, #1 & #5 line of sight should be similar to this:
Picture below is this intake at 70mm and ported throat – area is much more open:

When you are opening the roof of the TB runner you will break through next to the bolt boss tops – weld them.

Here are pictures of a stock plenum and the one I shortened internally.

And then one of a stock upper below

The objective was to get more than the 200cfm called for and to get flow balance closer to average in the front two
runners. Once done, I flow tested this intake and it flows 210cfm average.
Now, the only thing left to do is the “body work” in grinding the welds down flush and then using spot putty to
disguise the welds. This part takes some time also. If you’ve ever done body work, you know what I mean.

If you decide to do this for yourself – be forewarned that you will likely put more than the 60 hours I have
in this intake. It’s about as stealth as you can get within the limits of the stock casting limitations and
staying 100% stock looking as compared to an upper that has had 2” removed from its length as written
up in another of my articles. When you remove the upper, the runners still look oval and most people
would not know the difference without a measurement.

Update:
I thought I would come back and let everyone know what happened to this intake and the results. The
original project this intake was ported to support did not come off as I asked for a fully refundable deposit
for the intake to be used in a PowerTV build and was turned down, so I didn’t send the intake to be used.
I had way too much time in it to just give it away on the “chance” it might get some press. After it sat on
the shelf for a while, I was contacted by a man named John who wanted to purchase the intake for a
“stealth” notch 331 he was building. We agreed upon a price and John now has this intake on his project
car. Here are the calculations I ran for John and a copy of the dyno tuning he did. He found that with
some changes to injectors and headers, he was able to gain significant power and wound up right at 1HP
per cube with some hefty torque.

John’s Intake Calculations
I have a Ford Strokers 331 short block. Some ported GT40 cast heads and I am/was going to use a Holley
Systemax 1 and EH upper. Jay Allen cut a cam (pre-brain tumor) based on as much info as I could
provide. The heads have LS1 type springs along with slightly larger valves. The intake ports on the heads
are 1.280 x 2.10, I do not have any flow data on the heads. I bought the heads already ported. I am going
to keep as many l stock components as I can and my goal is to keep the car looking "un-touched". I don't
know how much power I will be able to make or what times it may or may not run. When I find out I
won't post my results on a public forum. The trans is a 3550 but I am considering an Astro A-5. Not
looking to set the world on fire with this combo. Just something I am doing for myself. (I already have a
twin turbo fox body to go fast with) I would be more than happy with mid to low 12's with this coupe. I
was thinking 310-320rwhp and 330-340tq should be possible if things go well (we hit 323/365). A
new cam may be needed but that will be down the road a bit. Most would ridicule about the time and
money wasted with such a combo on forums like Corral or SBFtech so I personally would not post
anything there.
Engine by Fordstrokers
4.030” bore, 3.25” stroke 331, 9:1 compression Forged pistons
GT40 Ford Heads ported with 1.90/1.50 valves, unkown flow but assumed to be ~230cfm
Assume 1.20”x2.00” port inlet = 2.35 sqin with a 1/4” radius
Camshaft Innovations Custom Hyd Roller Camshaft 219/232 @.050”
Fully Ported/Welded Stock Upper/Lower Intake with 70mm throttle body
RPM limit - 6,200 rpm
3550 trans (with later plans for a Astro A-5 built T5)
CFM Demand
You want 100% VE (peak torque) at 3,800 RPM and peak HP at 5,000 rpm (cam spec for peak HP)
331/8 = 41.375 cubic inches of 100% swept cylinder volume = 0.02394 cubic feet per cylinder (cylinder
fill) but the cam intake valve closes at 42 degrees after bottom dead center (ABDC) so effective cylinder
volume = 297ci/8 = 37.15 ci = .0215 cubic feet per cylinder to fill.
331 has 3.25" of stroke. Stroke x 2 = 1 RPM
1 RPM = 6.50 inches total travel

Peak HP Air Demand
(5,000 revs/min) x (1 min/60sec) x (6.50 inches/rev) x (ft/12 inches) = 45.14 ft/sec piston speed.
So, (3.25 in) x (sec/45.14 ft) x (1 ft / 12 in) = .005999 seconds (how much time you have to fill it)
(0.0215 cubic feet) x (1/.005999 seconds) x (60 seconds/minute) = 215 cfm inlet demand to achieve
peak HP on a 331 at 5,000 RPM @45.14 ft/sec piston speed.
PipeMax Calculations
2nd harmonic tuned intake length = 21.74” = target tuned length for a 219° @.050” cam. 3rd
harmonic length = 15.18” – too short to get via removing 2.5” dividers in upper runners before turn.
Recommended/max plenum-to-port entry = 1.864 sqin/1.904-2.253 sqin, ported HO upper = 2.04 sqin
Max plenum area = 331ci (5416cc). Ported Upper = 183ci or 55%, I like to keep stick shift at 4050%.
Runner design
Theoretical optimal cross section = cylinder volume x peak torque rpm / 88200
Peak Torque
= 37.15 x 3800 / 88200 = 1.600 sqin for 4,500 rpm
Peak HP
= 37.15 x 5000 / 88200 = 2.106 sqin for 5,000 rpm
Ported HO upper = 2.04 sqin
The upper runner section limit of casting for porting = 1.30”x1.825” and .625 corner radius’s the runner
MCSA = 2.04 sqin (1.61”dia). We should peak HP close to 5,000 rpm.
Port + Runner Volume: Too little volume means too little air mass in motion after maximum piston
velocity and too much volume means unnecessary work starting air flow which causes losses. The piston
pulls on the intake volume until maximum piston velocity plus some delay before the runner sees the
signal and that the flow in the runner will be faster than the piston that is slowing down after that. At
maximum piston velocity the cylinder will be filled to around 33% and the remaining 67 % will be from
backfilling depending on pressure and inertia created earlier in the inlet. That is why inlet volume is
important. Too much volume creates unnecessary work and too little volume loses kinetic energy before
the intake valve closes.
Stock HO upper = 9.25” long + 6.0” lower = 15.25”. 1.508 sqin runner x 15.25” long (22.997 cubic
inches) + head port 2.35 sqin x 5” (~11.75 cubic inches) = 20.25” total length and 34.747 cubic inches
total inlet port volume which is a little less length than the 21.74” total length and less than the target
37.15 cubic inch cylinder volume 34.747/37.15 = 93.5% of effective swept volume or 6.5% short of target
volume.
Ported HO upper 8.32” + 6.0” lower = 14.3”. 2.04 sqin runner x 14.3” long (29.17 cubic inches) +
head port 2.35 sqin x 5” (~11.75 cubic inches) = 40.92 cubic inches total inlet port volume which is a
little more than the target 37.15 cubic inch cylinder volume 40.92/37.15 = 110% of effective swept
volume. The 19.3” total length is 2.44” short of the second harmonic but will help support power
above peak torque.
Stock HO Plenum = 165 ci (2,700cc). Actual Measured after runner shortened .93”= 183ci (3,000cc).
PipeMax Exhaust System Ideal
1.402” OD (use 1.50 OD), 20.7”-23.7” primary length, 2.365” OD Collector (use 2.25” or next larger =
2.5” OD) with a 11.1” or 22.3” collector length with H pipe 11.1” behind primary merge.
Tuned exhaust system lengths = 44.5”, 89.1”, 178.2”. These lengths include mufflers with straight
through designs + tail pipes length to the end. For systems that have chambered mufflers (Flowmaster,

Mac Pro-chamber, etc), the length to the muffler inlet is the “total” system length as the exhaust port does
not use the length past that for reflected wave tuning and so the length behind that just has to flow enough
gas to not be a restriction.. Worst collector/system lengths = 33.4”, 66.8”, 133.6”
John, the intake hits the flow, volume and cross sections you need pretty darn close. The runners
are shorter than PipeMax calls for but this should help the 331 breath in the upper half of the rpm
range and not hurt much below that.
Here are the dyno graphs of the two pull sessions John has reported back to me. The power was restricted
by header/exhaust and injector sizes. There may be a little more power yet with long tubes and other
changes but I have not heard back from John about any further changes.

Parts changed between the dyno sessions:
First dyno – 280HP/342TQ
The factory shorty headers
70mm 94-95 Ford MAF
19 lb injectors
Gutted stock H-pipe
3 chamber Flowmasters.
2.5 exhaust to the tailpipes
3550 Tremec & 3:08 gear
Second dyno – 323HP/364TQ
The factory 1.5” shorty headers replaced with Ford Racing 1 5/8 shorty headers.
C&L 76mm MAF with the 24lb sample tube replaced a 70mm ford sensor.
24lb injectors replaced the 19's
C&L pipe from MAF to TB
Off road X pipe replaced gutted stock H
DynoMax UltraFlow welded mufflers replaced 3 chamber Flowmasters.
A different 70mm throttle body and EGR spacer

